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Abstract: High-resolution satellite images can be used to some extent to mitigate the mixed-pixel
problem caused by the lack of intensive production, farmland fragmentation, and the uneven
growth of field crops in developing countries. Specifically, red-edge (RE) satellite images can be
used in this context to reduce the influence of soil background at early stages as well as saturation
due to crop leaf area index (LAI) at later stages. However, the availability of high-resolution RE
satellite image products for research and application globally remains limited. This study uses the
weight-and-unmixing algorithm as well as the SUPer-REsolution for multi-spectral Multi-resolution
Estimation (Wu-SupReME) approach to combine the advantages of Sentinel-2 spectral and Planet
spatial resolution and generate a high-resolution RE product. The resultant fused image is highly
correlated (R2 > 0.98) with Sentinel-2 image and clearly illustrates the persistent advantages of such
products. This fused image was significantly more accurate than the originals when used to predict
heterogeneous wheat LAI and therefore clearly illustrated the persistence of Sentinel-2 spectral
and Planet spatial advantage, which indirectly proved that the fusion methodology of generating
high-resolution red-edge products from Planet and Sentinel-2 images is possible. This study provided
method reference for multi-source data fusion and image product for accurate parameter inversion in
quantitative remote sensing of vegetation.
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1. Introduction

Low agriculture intensification in most countries, especially developing ones, results in a disperse
distribution of fields and uneven crop growth [1]. This means that low- to medium-resolution satellite
images tend to suffer from mixed-pixel problems, so high-resolution images are required for crop
growth monitoring in such areas [2]. In addition, monitoring vegetation effectively using satellite
images requires the use of abundant spectral bands, especially red-edge (RE) examples.
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Leaf area index (LAI) is a key parameter for vegetation monitoring, because it is correlated
with wheat canopy structure and is related to both canopy chlorophyll contents and photosynthesis
rate [3,4]. Predicting LAI over large spatial scales has become possible due to the development of
satellite technology and can be implemented via models that relate this variable to satellite reflectance
or vegetation indices (VIs). Most previous studies have shown that VIs generated using RE bands
(RE-VIs) tend to be more accurate for predicting LAI than their counterparts (none-RE-VIs) that do
not include these bands [5,6]. Indeed, RE-VIs have the capacity to reduce the influence of soil on LAI
predictions at early stages and remove saturation due to high LAI at later stages [5–8].

Several multi-spectral satellites capture images with RE bands, including Rapideye, Worldview-2,
and Sentinel-2. Rapideye and Worldview-2 are commercial satellites for target acquisition that
encompass a single RE band, while Sentinel-2 has three RE bands that can be acquired freely [9–11].
Sentinel-2 actually includes two twin satellites, i.e., Sentinel-2A (launched in 2015) and Sentinel-2B
(launched in 2017). Both of they carry a Multi-Spectral Instrument (MSI), which has 13 spectral
channels with different spatial resolutions, including three 20 m resolution RE bands at 705 nm, 740 nm,
and 783 nm. In an earlier study, Herrmann et al. [8] simulated three Sentinel-2 RE bands based on
hyper-spectrum and structured RE VI-Red-Edge Inflection Point (REIP). The results of this earlier
work also demonstrated that REIP boasts higher accuracy than Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) when used to predict wheat and potato LAI. However, the coarse resolution of RE bands
influences LAI predictive accuracy when using RE-VIs during Sentinel-2 applications. In light of this
result, Clevers et al. [12] structured RE-VIs and none-RE-VIs using original Sentinel-2 images, and the
outcomes of this study showed that red-edge chlorophyll index (CIred-edge) at 20 m resolution were
less accurate than their 10 m resolution weighted difference vegetation index (WDVI) counterparts for
predicting potato LAI. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the spatial resolution of Sentinel-2 images
by exploring image fusion in both spectral and spatial dimensions.

A range of methods are available for improving spatial resolution that use both spectral and spatial
image fusion, most notably pan and multi-spectral sharpening. Pan sharpening requires a panchromatic
band within an image and includes those derived from IKONOS, QuickBird, and WorldView
satellites [13–15]. Multi-spectral sharpening is designed for the use with multi-resolution multi-spectral
image and includes images derived from Sentinel-2 [16] and Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellites [17,18]. Two variants of multi-spectral sharpening are available,
namely component substitution (CS) and multi-resolution analysis (MRA) [14]. Both of CS and MRA
transform multiple fine resolution bands to a single one and then implement “pan sharpening” but
risk the loss of spectral information. To avoid this issue, a range of studies have explored the use
of image super-resolution technology [19]. SupReME [20] and SuperRes [21] are two typical image
super-resolution technology initially designed for Sentinel-2. They can be used to implement image
fusion based on multiple fine bands and information integration in multiple dimensions. SupReME
can fully use the textural information from bands at high resolution with better performance than
SuperRes theoretically. It also has more adaptability of other sensors than SuperRes due to its adjustable
parameters but with limitation in automatic parameters determination [20].

The Planet satellite is a novel source of 3 m resolution data and encompasses four bands in visible
and near-infrared (VNIR) regions. One advantage of this satellite is that although it encompasses
limited spectral information and does not include RE bands, daily global images with small width
can nevertheless be acquired. Daily global Planet images have the potential for use in combination
with other satellite data to monitor terrestrial regions [22–24]. Indeed, the use of Planet image at 3 m
resolution means that it is possible to further implement the fusion of Sentinel-2 images in both spectral
and spatial dimensions.

The aim of this study was to generate a high-resolution RE image by combining the advantages of
Sentinel-2 spectral information and Planet spatial resolution. A fused image was initially acquired
from Sentinel-2 and Planet sources using Wu-SupReME and was assessed using observational and
correlational analyses. A series of comparative wheat LAI predictions were then performed using
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different images to further assess the fused image. The final image generated in this study has clear
potential to comprehensively improve satellite-based vegetation monitoring.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area and Field Measurements

The study areas encompass three towns (i.e., Diaoyu, Daiyao, and Zhangguo) within Xinghua
city, Jiangsu Province, China. These regions are all characterized by the average annual temperature
of 15.0 ◦C and the average annual rainfall of 1032.3 mm. The main soil type is loam. We selected 35
winter wheat sample fields (Figure 1) that had all been sown via low mechanization in 2018. A series
of 1 m × 1 m sample plots were selected in the center of these fields. GPS coordinates and LAI values
for wheat sample were measured using Trimble GeoXH6000 (Trimble, CA, USA) and LAI-3000 (Li-cor,
Lincoln, NE, USA), respectively.
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2.2. Satellite Data Processing

2.2.1. Sentinel-2 Images

Sentinel-2 data can be directly acquired from the website of the European Space Agency (https:
//scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home). There are 13 bands in Sentinel-2 image with 290 km orbital swath
width (Table 1). The three bands at 60 m resolution designed for monitoring atmospheric conditions
with 60 m resolution (i.e., B1, B9, B10) were not considered in this study. The other ten bands were
used for the image fusion and agriculture application.

https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home
https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home
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Table 1. Multi-Spectral Instrument (MSI) data from Sentinel-2.

Bands Central Wavelength (nm) Bandwidth (nm) Spatial Resolution (m)

B1-Coastal aerosol 443 20 60
B2-Blue 490 65 10

B3-Green 560 35 10
B4-Red 665 30 10

B5-red-edge (RE-1) 705 15 20
B6-red-edge (RE-2) 740 15 20
B7-red-edge (RE-3) 783 20 20

B8-NIR 842 115 10
B8a-Narrow NIR (NNIR) 865 20 20

B9-water vapor 945 20 60
B10-SWIR-Cirrus 1380 30 60

B11-SWIR-1 1610 90 20
B12-SWIR-2 2190 180 20

Atmospheric correction of Sentinel-2 images was initially carried out using Sen2Cor (http:
//step.esa.int/main/third-party-plugins-2/sen2cor/). The first step of image fusion processing was
then implemented using Sen2Res (http://step.esa.int/main/third-party-plugins-2/sen2res/). Sen2Res
encompasses the main aspects of SuperRes [21] and was designed for downscaling Sentinel-2 coarse
resolution bands via fine resolution VNIR.

2.2.2. Planet Images

Planet system became the first constellation for acquiring daily global satellite images since 2017.
Planet images are acquired by PlanetScope satellite and can be downloaded from the official website
(https://www.planet.com/). A series of surface reflectance products were downloaded and used directly
for image fusion and agriculture monitoring. The spectral information of these bands is summarized
in Table 2.

Table 2. PlanetScope band information.

Bands Central Wavelength (nm) Bandwidth (nm) Spatial Resolution (m)

B1-Blue 480 60 3
B2-Green 540 90 3
B3-Red 610 80 3
B4-NIR 780 80 3

It is noteworthy that about 18 Planet images were needed to fully cover all the three towns due
to the small-scale images with frame size of 20 km × 12 km in international space station orbit and
24.6 km × 16.4 km in sun-synchronous orbit respectively. Since there are more than 175 Dove satellites
within the Planet system, daily images for the study area might be derived from different satellites
at different time. To reduce the impact of lighting conditions, we selected Planet images that were
acquired as close as possible to corresponding Sentinel-2 data (Table 3).

http://step.esa.int/main/third-party-plugins-2/sen2cor/
http://step.esa.int/main/third-party-plugins-2/sen2cor/
http://step.esa.int/main/third-party-plugins-2/sen2res/
https://www.planet.com/
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Table 3. Acquisition times for wheat samples as well as Planet and Sentinel-2 images at different crop
growth stages.

Stages Ground Sampling Date Study Areas Planet Image
Acquisition Time

Sentinel-2 Image
Acquisition Date

Tillering 8 March 2018–10
March 2018

Diaoyu 13 March 2018
2:33:36 A.M. UTC

10 MarchDaiyao
9 March 2018

2:33:17 and 2:06:55
A.M. UTC

Zhangguo
9 March 2018

2:06:55 and 2:05:38
A.M. UTC

Jointing 22 March 2018–24
March 2018

Diaoyu 27 March 2018
2:07:49 A.M. UTC

25 MarchDaiyao 27 March 2018
2:30:35 A.M. UTC

Zhangguo 27 March 2018
2:07:06 A.M. UTC

Booting 9 April 2018–11
April 2018

Diaoyu 9 April 2018 2:08:50
A.M. UTC

9 AprilDaiyao 9 April 2018 2:07:23
A.M. UTC

Zhangguo 9 April 2018 2:29:25
A.M. UTC

2.3. Image Fusion Methods

Subsequent to atmospheric correction using the Sen2Cor and image fusion using the Sen2Res,
Sentinel-2 10 m images were then further resampled to 12 m, four times the spatial resolution of Planet
data. A combination of weight-and-unmixing and SupReME were implemented to fuse the two image
types (Figure 2).
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The weight-and-unmixing approach was initially adapted to generate a Sentinel-2 VNIR image at
3 m resolution (S-VNIR3m) based on a 12 m resolution Sentinel-2 VNIR image (S-VNIR12m) and a 3 m
resolution Planet VNIR image (P-VNIR3m) (Figure 3).
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As the S-VNIR12m image encompasses Nx/4 columns and Nx/4 rows, the resultant S-VNIR3m

matrix contains Nx columns and Nx rows. Thus, the weights of 16 subpixels within the S-VNIR12m

pixel in the ith column and jth row (Si,j) were calculated using the corresponding P-VNIR3m image:

Wi, j(x, y) =
Pi, j(x, y)∑4

x=1
∑4

y=1 Pi, j(x, y)
, x, y ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4] (1)

4∑
x=1

4∑
y=1

Wi, j(x, y) = 1 (2)

where x and y denote the number of columns and rows occupied by one subpixel in Si,j, respectively.
P represents the reflectance of one band from P-VNIR3m and W represents the weight of each Si,j
subpixel. Accordingly, S-VNIR3m (Si,j) reflectance was calculated as follows:

si, j(x, y) = 16·Si, j·Wi, j(x, y), x, y ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4] (3)

Additional Sentinel-2 12 m bands were downscaled using the SupReME algorithm based on
the S-VNIR3m image. This algorithm integrates all the bands from a single Sentinel-2 sensor via the
minimization of a convex objective function (Equation (4)) and an adaptive (edge-reserving) regularizer
(Equation (5)).

min
z

1
2

∣∣∣∣∣∣MB(U ⊗ I)z− yb
∣∣∣∣∣∣2 + λφw,q(Dhz, Dvz) (4)

where yb denotes image input bands. U is semi-unitary and I denotes an identity matrix with suitable
dimensions. Similarly, z refers to parameter vectorization due to the transposition of representation
coefficients with respect to U. M is a block that represents sampling of xb (i.e., xb = (U ⊗ I)z) to obtain
yb. B is a block-circulant-circulant-block (BCCB) with each representing a two-dimensional cyclic
convolution with a point spread function (PSF) of the relevant band at highest spatial resolution.
λ denotes regularization strength and takes a value of 0.01. Dh and Dv refer to two block-diagonal
linear operators that approximate horizontal and vertical derivatives of z images. These relationships
are expressed as follows:
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∅w,q(z) =
p∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

{
qiw j(Hhzi)

2
j + qiw j(Hvzi)

2
j

}
(5)

where p denotes the largest components of correlation-based eigen-decomposition and takes a value of
6 in the case of bands from Sentinel-2. Similarly, n is the number of high-resolution pixels within a fixed
image area and w denotes the weight of each pixel used to reduce smoothing across discontinuities.
Hh and Hv refer to individual blocks within the finite difference operators Dh and Dv, respectively.
q was used to reweight the regularizer in a heuristic fashion to determine the most appropriate setting
for Sentinel-2, as follows:

q = [1 1.2 4 8 15 15 20]. (6)

The regularizer in this approach can capture discontinuities from fine resolution bands and then
apply them to other coarser ones.

2.4. Fusion Assessment

2.4.1. Correlation Analysis

Because of different band numbers and the fact that individual entities exhibit sensor differences
between fused and Planet images, the original Planet data is hard at working as a reference image
during correlation analysis. This means that no 3 m scale reference image was available to implement
a straightforward correlation analysis with the fused image. However, as discussed in previous
studies [25], it is significant for a fused image of high spatial resolution to be resampled to its original
resolution during the image fusion process and to remain as similar as possible to the original. Therefore,
the resultant fused image was resampled to 12 m scale via Gaussian PSF and was compared with the
original Sentinel-2 image by removing the influence of spatial resolution (Figure 4). Values of R2, slope,
and residuals from a correlation analysis can be used to indirectly assess fusion processing performance.
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2.4.2. Agricultural Application

The fused image assessment procedure described above was carried out at low spatial resolution
as in most previous studies [13,18,26]. However, this assessment was insufficient to illustrate the
performance of fused image at 3 m scale and further exploration proved necessary. Therefore,
we undertook an agriculture application, the prediction of wheat LAI, to compare original 10 m
Sentinel-2, 3 m Planet, and 3 m fused images. A suite of VIs known to be sensitive to LAI were used to
predict wheat LAI (Table 4). None-RE-VIs structured by VNIR as well as RE-VIs structured by VNIR
and REs were all used to explore whether the fused image adequately preserved spectral information.
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Ground sampling was implemented at tillering, jointing, and booting stage (Table 3) to avoid
wheat LAI saturation when comparing different images for predictions. It is also noteworthy that
because ineffective tillers tend to grow out first and then fade away during these stages [27], wheat field
heterogeneity initially increases and then decreases in tandem with uneven sowing and nutrient
competition. These three stages also occurred before ineffective tiller extinction took place in each
case. This means that field heterogeneity was always preserved when using different images to predict
wheat LAI. Due to the existing heterogeneity together with the scatter and small scale of wheat fields,
more mixed pixels are present in lower-resolution images with lower R2 values (R2

cal) for wheat LAI
prediction by VIs together with univariate linear regression model. The comparison of R2

cal between
Sentinel-2 and fused images could indicate whether the fused images were able to adequately preserve
both spectral and spatial advantages.

Table 4. Algorithms and references for VIs for the agriculture application of fused, Planet, and
Sentinel-2 images.

Index Formulation Reference

Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) (NIR − Red)/(NIR + Red) [28]

Enhanced vegetation index (EVI) 2.5 × (NIR − Red)/(NIR + 6 × Red − 7.5 × Green + 1) [29]

Soil-adjusted vegetation index (SAVI) (NIR − Red)/(NIR + Red + 0.25) + 0.25 [30]

Ratio vegetation index (RVI) NIR/Red [31]

Difference vegetation index (DVI) NIR − Red [32]

Green chlorophyll index (CI green) NIR/Green − 1 [33]

Normalized difference red-edge index (NDRE) (NIR − RE)/(NIR + RE) [34]

Modified enhanced vegetation index (MEVI) 2.5 × (NIR − RE)/(NIR+6 × RE-7.5 × Green + 1) [35]

Soil-adjusted red-edge index (SARE) (NIR − RE)/(NIR + RE + 0.25) + 0.25 [7]

Red-edge ratio vegetation index (RERVI) NIR/RE [36]

Red-edge difference vegetation index (REDVI) NIR − RE [28]

Chlorophyll index (CI red-edge) NIR/RE − 1 [12]

Red-edge inflection point (REIP) 705 + 35 × ((Red+RE3)/2 − RE1)/(RE2 − RE1) [8]

As the vegetation indices used here to compare fused and original satellite images for the prediction
of wheat LAI did not contain all bands, just contained Red, Green, NIR, and REs, further exploration
via multiple linear regression (MLR) was carried out to enable comparisons between Planet, Sentinel-2,
and fused images.

yLAI =
num∑
i=1

aixi + b (7)

where num means the number of bands in different images. xi denotes the band value and yLAI denotes
the measured wheat LAI. ai and b are coefficient.

A k-fold (k = 10) cross-validation procedure was then used to assess all models and a relative
RMSE (RRMSE) was calculated in each case. Comparing RRMSE values between different images
means that it is possible to determine whether, or not, fused products preserve the spectral and spatial
advantages of Sentinel-2 and Planet outputs. Values for RRMSE were calculated as follows:

RRMSEval(%) =
100

LAIval

√√√
1
N

N∑
i=1

(LAIcal i − LAIval i)
2 (8)

where LAIcal, LAIval, and LAIval denote predicted, measured, and average LAI values, respectively.
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3. Results

3.1. Generation of Fine Red-Edge Images

Representative samples of 10 m Sentinel-2, 12 m Sentinel-2, 3 m Planet, and 3 m fused images of
Diaoyu town collected on 9 April 2018, were selected for initial analysis in this study. True and false
color images from these samples are shown in Figure 5. The 10 m Sentinel-2 image was first resampled
to 12 m with more block effects before its 12 m counterpart was fused with the 3 m Planet image
using the weight-and-unmixing algorithm. This fused image exhibits less block effects than either
10 m or 12 m Sentinel-2 images but contains more than the original Planet product. It was necessary
to generate a fused image in the first place to replace the 3 m scale Planet version and implement
additional processing of other Sentinel-2 bands because of sensor differences between the two satellites.
Then, the SupReME algorithm was applied to implement further fusion between the 3 m VNIR (from
the fused image) and its 12 m Sentinel-2 counterpart. Samples of REs and SWIRs-NNIR images from
10 m Sentinel-2, 12 m Sentinel-2, and 3 m fused images are shown in Figure 6. Fusion image contains
less block effects than either 10 m or 12 m Sentinel-2 images.
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3.2. Fusion Assessment by Correlation Analysis

Results show that a higher degree of correlation (R2 = 0.98) can be achieved via this approach
with a linear relationship that is close to y = x (Figure 7). This also demonstrates that the fused VNIR
image generated here is similar to the Sentinel-2 VNIR and can therefore be considered to come from
the same sensor. These images can therefore be used for further fusion via SupReME to improve other
Sentinel-2 bands.

A comparison of REs, SWIRs, and NNIR between 12 m scale resampled fusion and Sentinel-2
images is shown in Figure 8. These images also reveal a high degree of correlation (R2 = 0.99) and
a linear relationship that is also close to y = x; this suggests that the fused image REs, SWIRs, and NNIR
all adequately preserve the spectral properties of the original Sentinel-2 image.

3.3. Fusion Assessment by Wheat LAI Prediction

The fused image assessments outlined above were mostly carried out at low spatial resolutions.
Fusion processing alone remained insufficient to illustrate the performance of this image at 3 m scale
and so an agriculture application, wheat LAI prediction, was carried out to compare this product with
both 10 m Sentinel-2 and 3 m Planet images.

A range of different VIs was used in this study to predict wheat LAI to compare the performance
of different images. As none-RE-VIs were based on VNIR, comparisons involved Planet, Setninel-2,
and fusion images (Table 5). These results reveal that the fused image exhibited better performance
than either Planet or Sentinel-2. Specifically, DVI from the fused image exhibited the best performance
(R2

cal = 0.70 and RRMSEval = 22.84%) while Sentinel-2 had limited accuracy for the prediction of wheat
LAI because the 10 m image from this source contained more mixed pixels than the 3 m fused image.
In addition, the 3 m Planet image exhibited lower R2

cal and higher RRMSEval value because its bandwidth
is broad and soil exerts a greater effect in tandem with less sensitive information in specific bands.
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The absence of RE bands in Planet images limited comparisons to just involve Sentinel-2 and fused
image VIs (Table 6). Results show that all RE-VIs require a single RE band except for REIP (Table 4) but
both Sentinel-2 and fusion images contain three of these elements. Therefore, all RE-VIs except for REIP
were constructed with RE-1, RE-2, and RE-3, respectively. These results show that in terms of VIs within
the same bands, fused images performed better than Sentinel-2, while the MEVI 2 derived from the fused
image performed best (R2

cal = 0.78 and RRMSEval = 19.97%). As RE-2 falls within the middle of the red-edge
position within the vegetation spectrum and is therefore more sensitive to LAI, RE-VIs constructed via this
sequence tended to be more accurate at predicting wheat LAI than either RE-1 or RE-3.

Table 5. Comparison of R2
cal and RRMSEval values between none-RE-VIs and LAI estimates derived

from Planet, Sentinel-2, and fused images.

Source 3 m Planet 10 m Sentinel-2 3 m Fusion

VIs R2
cal RRMSEval R2

cal RRMSEval R2
cal RRMSEval

NDVI 0.28 39.46% 0.54 28.35% 0.56 27.71%
EVI 0.27 38.68% 0.63 25.45% 0.66 24.56%

SAVI 0.37 37.14% 0.62 25.58% 0.64 24.81%
RVI 0.28 40.12% 0.59 26.62% 0.62 25.50%
DVI 0.42 35.60% 0.67 24.08% 0.70 22.84%

CIgreen 0.41 37.23% 0.62 25.86% 0.65 24.78%
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Table 6. Comparison of R2
cal and RRMSEval values between RE-VIs and LAI estimates derived from

Planet, Sentinel-2, and fused image.

Source 10 m Sentinel-2 3 m Fusion Source 10 m Sentinel-2 3 m Fusion

VIs R2
cal RRMSEval R2

cal RRMSEval VIs R2
cal RRMSEval R2

cal RRMSEval

NDRE 1 0.62 25.37% 0.64 24.60% RERVI 2 0.69 22.94% 0.76 20.41%
NDRE 2 0.69 23.02% 0.76 20.70% RERVI 3 0.27 35.33% 0.39 32.77%
NDRE 3 0.27 35.49% 0.39 32.89% REDVI 1 0.69 23.11% 0.72 22.26%
MEVI 1 0.68 23.67% 0.70 22.67% REDVI 2 0.71 22.06% 0.76 20.45%
MEVI 2 0.72 22.17% 0.78 19.97% REDVI 3 0.41 31.94% 0.51 29.10%
MEVI 3 0.27 35.75% 0.38 32.75% CI red-edge 1 0.64 24.94% 0.67 23.72%
SARE 1 0.66 24.42% 0.69 23.13% CI red-edge 2 0.69 22.90% 0.76 20.78%
SARE 2 0.71 22.38% 0.77 20.14% CI red-edge 3 0.27 35.09% 0.39 33.27%
SARE 3 0.31 34.49% 0.43 31.65% REIP 0.63 25.35% 0.66 24.46%
RERVI 1 0.64 24.83% 0.67 23.69%

It is noteworthy that the VIs discussed above do not include all bands and comparisons remained
insufficient to illustrate the adequate performance of the fused image across all bands. All the bands
from Planet, Sentinel-2, and fused images were therefore implemented separately to predict wheat
LAI and MLR was used to assess performance. As show in Table 7, the Planet image is characterized
by R2

cal = 0.63 and RRMSEval = 42.36% because of its limited number of bands and broad bandwidth,
while the Sentinel-2 image had limited R2

cal and RRMSEval (0.76 and 33.58%, respectively) because of
its low spatial resolution. The fused image was characterized by R2

cal = 0.81 and RRMSEval = 33.40%
when used to predict wheat LAI; these values indicate that this image retains the spectral and spatial
advantages of Sentinel-2 and Planet products, respectively.

Table 7. Values for R2
cal and RRMSEval from the different images used to assess wheat LAI via MLR.

Planet Sentinel-2 Fusion

R2
cal 0.63 0.76 0.81

RRMSEval 42.36% 33.58% 33.40%

3.4. Mapping Wheat LAI Using the Fused Image

The fused image was used last to map the distribution of wheat LAI within three towns over three
stages within Jiangsu Province, China. Results show that all bands within fused image assessed via
MLR had highest R2

cal values and higher RRMSEval values than most VIs according to our synthetic
comparisons of wheat LAI prediction. It is also inconvenient to use all bands to predict wheat LAI
via MLR because of the large number of input parameters. Data show that the MEVI 2 from the
fused image had a higher R2

cal value compared to the next highest R2
cal on the basis of MLR but lowest

RRMSEval when predicting wheat LAI. All above, we used MEVI 2 to map wheat LAI distribution
across the three study areas. As shown in Figure 9, wheat LAI remained less than 3 at the tillering
stage, ranged between 3 and 4 at the jointing stage, and was between 4 and 5 or 5 and 6 at the booting
stage within the three towns. These results show reasonable trends of wheat LAI within different
growth stages.
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image generated in this analysis.

4. Discussion

4.1. A Novel Satellite Source for Downscaling Sentinel-2 Images to 3 m Scale

The satellite Planet was used here as a novel source to enable fusion processing with Sentinel-2
VNIR data. As Planet captures daily global images at high resolution, it can acquire data in tandem
with Sentinel-2 on the same day and can further be used to implement image fusion between spatial
and spectral dimensions. Correlation of VNIR between Planet and Sentinel-2 images is shown in
Figure 10; these images show similar variation (R2 = 0.90) when monitoring different objects via
either satellite source even though the VNIR linear relationship between them is not close to y = x.
This result suggests that it is not feasible to use Planet VNIR as a substitute for Sentinel-2 data when
downscaling other bands via the SupReME algorithm because of the presence of different sensors with
varied spectral responses. It is necessary instead to acquire a 3 m fused VNIR image for further fusion
processing via SupReME as this approach was designed for bands from a single sensor. Differences
between Planet and Sentinel-2 images also suggest that the former is unsuitable for use as a reference
image during fusion image VNIR assessment by correlation analysis, as these bands have the same
spectral properties as Sentinel-2.
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4.2. Novel Combinations of the Weight-and-Unmixing and SupReME Algorithms for Fusing Images from
Two Satellites

Several previous studies have applied the weight-and-unmixing algorithm for downscaling coarse
resolution bands using the same fine resolution elements from another sensor [37,38]. The method
was used here during image fusion processing by applying weight-and-unmixing to decide VNIR
weights and to then implement pixel unmixing from Sentinel-2. Downscaled VNIR can perfectly
preserve the properties of these satellite images at higher spatial resolution for further downscaling
other Sentinel-2 bands.

A range of approaches have been proposed in recent years to downscale Sentinel-2 coarse resolution
bands based on high-resolution VNIR including area-to-point regression kriging (ATPRK) [16,18],
SuperRes [21], and SupReME [20]. These algorithms have generally been applied to implement
band downscaling from single sensors or satellites. Specifically, ATPRK accepts just a single band
selected from either VNIR or the bands used for synthesis to sharpen other coarse resolution elements
while SuperRes and SupReME emphasize the full use of original VNIR and marginally lose spectral
information during this process.

The SupReME algorithm exhibits better theoretical performance than either SuperRes or ATPRK
in downscaling Sentinel-2 coarse bands based on VNIR [20]. However, the fusion methods applied
here highlight the fact that the Sen2Res (i.e., SuperRes) can usefully be adapted for Sentinel-2
preprocessing because it includes comprehensive improvements to image quality assessment mode
(http://nicolas.brodu.net/code/superres/log/) and is therefore more suitable for use with original large
scale images captured under different atmospheric conditions than other approaches, such as SupReME.
Indeed, SupReME was used here during Sentinel-2 and Planet image fusion because this processing
approach was founded on small-scale Planet images collected under almost the same atmospheric
conditions. This image quality assessment mode has limited advantages, however, and it will be
necessary to further explore this area to improve the SupReME algorithm and incorporate an image
quality assessment mode.

Wu-SupReME has the potential to implement spatial and spectral fusion between two satellites
but with challenge in parameter determination when the downscaled image is not Sentinel-2.

http://nicolas.brodu.net/code/superres/log/
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Three parameters (including p, λ and q) in SupReME were default for Sentinel-2 and cannot adapt to
other sensors automatically. It is necessary to determine them firstly when downscaling other satellite
images. Automatic parameters determination in SupReME worth further exploration.

4.3. Assessment of the Fusion Image Via Wheat LAI Prediction

A range of cost functions and correlation analyses have been used in previous studies to
assess spectral and spatial fusion image. However, due to the lack of reference images at high
resolution, most fusion image assessments have been carried out at low resolution and use original
images [16–18,20,39]. A few studies have used ground objects to assess fusion images directly, but most
have focused on the classification of different ground objects [13,40,41], ranging into qualitative remote
sensing (RS). These approaches have confirmed the persistence of differences between objects in the
spectral dimension but have been unable to adequately assess whether absolute reflectance value have
been persisted well.

One novel aspect of this study is that we assess the resultant fused image via agriculture quantitative
RS, wheat LAI prediction. Due to the reason of uneven sowing, ineffective tillers, and nutrient
competition, the heterogeneity of wheat fields causes more mixed pixels in lower-resolution images
with lower R2

cal and higher RRMSEval for wheat LAI prediction. However, the less mixed pixels was
existed in the fusion image, which can be proved with the higher R2

cal and lower RRMSEval for fused
image than Sentinel-2. The performance of LAI prediction indirectly indicate the fusion algorithm is
feasible, and the fusion images were able to adequately preserve both spectral and spatial advantages
from the Sentinel-2 and Planet, respectively, which provides us with a chance to assess the fusion
image in both spectral and spatial dimensions.

4.4. The Effects of LAI Prediction Using VIs and All Bands

The VIs selected for use in this study were mostly derived from LAI predictions for different
vegetation types using hyperspectral data [30,34], specifically unmanned aerial vehicle images [42,43] or
some other kind of satellite output containing RE information [7,35,44]. It is, therefore, noteworthy that
different sensors or platforms might incorporate different VIs for most effective wheat LAI predictions.
Therefore, it will be important to further explore how to establish optimal VIs for wheat LAI prediction
from fused images in future research.

This study used VIs to predict wheat LAI, implementing all bands separately from Planet,
Sentinel-2, and fusion products and attained high R2

cal values via MLR. As all bands were considered
here, the R2

cal value achieved in each case indirectly illustrates fusion performance. However, MLR is
a simple method and incorporates a significant risk of overfitting. Several other approaches are also
available that can make use of all bands to carry out wheat LAI prediction, including machine and
deep learning as well as the radiative transfer model. Further research will be required to determine
the most appropriate method to make full use of all fused image bands in predicting wheat LAI.

5. Conclusions

This study initially combined the weight-and-unmixing algorithm with the SupReME approach
to fuse Sentinel-2 and Planet images and generated a novel high-resolution RE product at 3 m scale.
Correlation analysis, together with wheat LAI prediction, between fused and original images shows
that fused image is both high quality and retains the spectral and spatial advantages of Sentinel-2 and
Planet outputs, respectively. This study provides a novel fusion algorithm and processing for different
sensors from multi-source satellites. The proposed Wu-SupReME has capacity to implement fusion of
two satellites in spatial and spectral dimension. The generated fusion image improves VI accuracy
when predicting wheat LAI and highlights the feasibility of this approach in agriculture applications
for the assessment of other growth parameters.

In future research, it is possible to use Wu-SupReME for fusion of other two satellites, such as
Sentinel-2 and Sentinel-3. It is also necessary to develop a more effective quantitative method to
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directly assess the quality of fused images as well as to use independent data for validation when
indirectly predicting crop growth parameters. The volume of band information required for predicting
crop growth parameters will also necessitate further exploration when developing fused images for
agriculture applications.
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